Deformability-based microfluidic separation of pancreatic islets from exocrine acinar tissue for transplant applications†
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The long-term management of type-1 diabetes (T1D) is currently achieved through lifelong exogenous insulin injections. Although there is no cure for T1D, transplantation of pancreatic islets of Langerhans has the potential to restore normal endocrine function versus the morbidity of hypoglycemic unawareness that is commonly associated with sudden death among fragile diabetics. However, since endocrine islet tissues form a small proportion of the pancreas, sufficient islet numbers can be reached only by combining islets from multiple organ donors and the transplant plug contains significantly high levels of exocrine acinar tissue, thereby exacerbating immune responses. Hence, lifelong administration of immunosuppressants is required after transplantation, which can stress islet cells. The density gradient method that is currently used to separate islets from acinar tissue causes islets to be sparsely distributed over the centrifuged bins, so that the transplant sample obtained by combining multiple bins also contains significant acinar tissue levels. We show that in comparison to the significant size and density overlaps between the islet and acinar tissue populations post-organ digestion, their deformability overlaps are minimal. This feature is utilized to design a microfluidic separation strategy, wherein tangential flows enable selective deformation of acinar populations towards the bifurcating waste stream and sequential switching of hydrodynamic resistance enables the collection of rigid islets. Using 25 bifurcating daughter channels, a throughput of ∼300 islets per hour per device is obtained for enabling islet enrichment from relatively dilute starting levels to purity levels that meet the transplant criteria, as well as to further enhance islet purity from samples following density gradient enrichment. Based on confirmation of viability and functionality of the microfluidic-isolated islets using insulin secretion analysis and an angiogenesis assay, we envision utilizing this strategy to generate small-volume transplant plugs with high islet purity and significantly reduced acinar levels for minimizing immune responses after transplantation.

Introduction

Type-1 diabetes (T1D) represents the most severe form of the inability to regulate blood glucose levels, wherein the insulin-producing β-cells of pancreatic islets of Langerhans (henceforth called islets) are selectively destroyed by autoimmune responses. Currently, long-term management of T1D is achieved through lifelong exogenous insulin administration to synthetically regulate blood glucose levels and achieve energy homeostasis. This therapy can maintain steady glucose levels, but it fails to reverse long-term T1D complications, so diabetics are vulnerable to life-threatening episodes of hypoglycemic and hyperglycemic unawareness. While no long-term cure exists for T1D, transplantation of pancreatic islets has demonstrated the ability to restore normal endocrine function for periods of up to five years.1,2 However, long-term efficacy of islet transplantation therapy is limited by high costs, exacerbated immune responses due to poor islet purity in transplant sample and complications from lifelong administration of immunosuppressants. This has limited islet transplantation to diabetics vulnerable to glycemic unawareness or those undergoing other transplant procedures.

A primary cause of the exacerbated immune response is the low purity of islets within the packed tissue volume that
is transplanted.³ The pancreas is largely composed of two tissue types: hormone-producing islets that are specialized aggregates of glucose-regulating endocrine cells (1–2% of the pancreas), embedded into surrounding exocrine acinar tissue that produces digestive enzymes. In the current isolation protocol for the transplant sample from donor pancreas,¹ the mixture of islets and acinar tissue populations post-enzymatic digestion is separated by continuous-flow density gradient (DG) purification. However, due to the insubstantial density difference between islets versus acinar populations, as well as the size heterogeneity of islets, the isolated islets are spread over a succession of collected density gradient fractions of varying purity levels. Hence, multiple centrifuged fractions generated from different donor organs must be combined in <10 mL to generate the necessary number of islets for the transplant sample. As a result, the islet transplant sample has a high packed tissue volume with significant acinar tissue levels that cause exacerbated immune responses,⁴ lower levels of revascularization⁵ and destructive effects due to protease.⁶

We present a microfluidic methodology based on selective deformation of acinar tissue populations versus islets for generating transplant samples with high islet purity for potentially alleviating immune responses. The introduction of collagenase into the pancreas through bile duct perfusion to release the tissues destroys the connective acinar tissue structure, while also degrading the outermost component of the skeletal extracellular matrix (ECM) of the islets, which is its basement membrane. For mouse and human islets, it has been shown that the damaged basement membrane of the islets recovers within 24–48 hours after enzymatic digestion,⁷ likely due to regrowth of the outer ECM of the islets. This recovery leads to rigid islets that exhibit minimal deformability overlaps with acinar tissue populations, especially in comparison to their substantial size and density overlaps. Hence, separation can be accomplished using tangential flows at an array of microfluidic bifurcations that are designed to deform the acinar tissue towards the bifurcating waste port and collect rigid islet populations downstream of the sample inlet to form transplant plugs with greater islet numbers. Microfluidic methods have been widely applied towards separation of individual cells based on their size,⁸ shape,⁹ subcellular,¹⁰,¹¹ and deformability¹² characteristics, such as blood cells from healthy versus leukemic patients¹³ and oral squamous cells from healthy versus cancerous patients,¹⁴ and to distinguish the lineage of stem cells at various differentiation stages.¹⁵ However, while these prior separation methods involved cells with a tight size distribution and of similar shape, the analogous operation of separating multi-cell aggregates based on their deformability characteristics is challenging due to the far broader range of size and shape distributions. Size-based microfluidic filtration has been explored previously for islet collection,¹⁶ but it is prone to clogging and not well-suited for islet versus acinar separation due to their size overlaps. Instead, we utilize the minimal deformability overlaps of islet versus acinar tissue aggregates for selective islet isolation, by setting the pressure differential over a series of microfluidic bifurcating junctions to be just sufficient for deforming the acinar tissue through the bifurcating channel to the waste port, while the dynamic adjustment of flow resistance enables the collection of the rigid islets under tangential flow. This microfluidic method enables sufficient selectivity to generate transplant samples with higher islet purity and device scale-up can enhance throughput for isolating sufficient islet numbers. The method maintains islet functionality, as validated by propidium iodide staining, insulin secretion analysis and vascularization assessed using an angiogenesis assay.¹⁷,¹⁸

### Microfluidic device design

**Deformability measurements on cellular aggregates**

Techniques such as atomic force microscopy,¹⁹ optical stretching²⁰ and micropipette aspiration²¹ are routinely utilized to measure the deformability of individual cells. However, they are time-consuming, have low throughput, and require expensive equipment and expertise.²² Furthermore, since the Young’s modulus of cellular aggregates is more strongly dependent on intercellular mechanical properties rather than the elasticity of the individual components within the cells,²³ methods based on force application over small areas are likely ill-suited for gauging the deformability of cellular aggregates. In recent years, several high-throughput microfluidic techniques for measuring deformability differences between individual cells have been developed,²²,²⁴ wherein pressure-driven flow across constricting structures is used to induce particle deformation, as measured by means of particle transit time, threshold bypass pressure,¹² induced hydrodynamic or electrical resistance,²⁵ and particle shape alterations under shear flow.²⁶ Since these microfluidic methods probe the ability of the particle to deform through a constriction, they can be more easily translated towards a separation application than other characterization methods. However, deformability metrics such as transit time, induced hydrodynamic resistance and induced electrical resistance require a high enough pressure to reliably deform all particle populations. Hence, for the case of multi-cell aggregates that are spread over a far broader range of size and shape distributions than individual cells, the high pressure differentials can damage the aggregates due to the lower yield strength of their intercellular regions versus that of the individual component cells.²² This feature also obviates the use of methods based on particle shape alterations upon repeated or continuous deformation under shear flow. Hence, we choose to measure the threshold bypass pressure, i.e. the minimum pressure required to deform the respective aggregate through a constriction, as the metric for deformability differences between islet and acinar tissue populations. While it has lower throughput than continuous deformation methods, this method is preferred, since it limits the applied pressure to the minimum level required to deform the cell aggregate and the measurement only requires a single deformation event.
Constriction designs that cause 100% occlusion for all the tested particles are preferred within prior work on cells,\textsuperscript{12} since the pressure differential across the particle rises sensitively with deformability differences between particles. However, this occlusion level cannot be reliably implemented for islets and acinar populations due to their wide size range (60–250 μm) and shape distributions. Instead, in order to maintain a relatively similar pressure differential across the tested particles, we choose constriction designs that create up to 75% occlusion, since the pressure differential across the trapped particle varies linearly within a similar order of magnitude for occlusions up to 75%.\textsuperscript{27} In this occlusion regime, while the bypass pressure will vary with aggregate size and shape, the respective deformability differences can be used to compute the required pressure to selectively deform acinar populations versus islets (see ESI\textsuperscript{†} sections S1 and S2), thereby achieving micropore separation in spite of the wide and overlapping size distributions. As per Fig. 1, cellular aggregates are individually translated within a batch flow microfluidic device towards the test constriction that is designed to cause no more than 75% particle occlusion. The optimal device was determined to be a channel of 350 μm depth and 400 μm width that contained a lateral constriction of 80 μm, since this represents 80% of the smallest islet diameter in the lateral dimension and 150% of the largest islet diameter in the vertical dimension. This ensures no more than 75% occlusion in the constriction, to create a linearly varying pressure differential across the trapped particle that can be used to compute the required pressure to selectively deform acinar populations versus islets.

**Size and deformability-based separation of aggregates**

We seek to remove acinar tissue populations that broadly exhibit smaller sizes and higher deformability levels relative to islets, so that the separation strategy causes minimal stress on the collected islets, thereby retaining their viability and angiogenic potential after transplantation. Dead-end microfluidic filtration platforms,\textsuperscript{12,16,24} wherein large and rigid particles are selectively trapped under pressure-driven flow across a micro-scale pore, have been widely used for this purpose. However, this method suffers from clogging-induced alterations to the hydrodynamic resistance across pores, thereby increasing the applied pressure over time and resulting in poor selection purity,\textsuperscript{28} as well as causing non-reversible adsorption of the particle to the filtration microstructure resulting in sample loss. Cross-flow filtration attempts to alleviate these issues by using a continuous flow tangential to the micro-scale pores, so that large particles can be collected in the direction tangential to the pores that accept small particles.\textsuperscript{25,27–29} However, while this method is effective for size-based separation, the tangential flow is unable to maintain a consistent level of deformation on the trapped particle, because the pressure differential is significantly altered upon particle trapping in the constriction region. This is especially problematic with multi-cell aggregates that exhibit wide size and deformability distributions, thereby requiring them to require longer time intervals for deformation under a consistent pressure differential. Hence, in order to reduce sample loss and enhance selection purity, we use a two-cycle separation device, wherein two-way piezoelectric switches at each outlet allow for rapid reconfiguration of the hydrodynamic resistance of the flow pathways at a set of bifurcating junctions.

As per Fig. 2a, by using a lower resistance setting at constricting channels of the bifurcating junction versus a higher resistance setting at the main outlet, the separation cycle allows deformable acinar particles to pass through to the waste port under pressure-driven flow, while sequentially trapping individual islets at the junction of bifurcating constricting channels. In particular, multi-cell aggregates are focused at the channel wall of the bifurcating junction due to the high-speed focusing flow ($W_a$ determined by the ratio of flow rates of the sample to focusing flow channels) and the hydrodynamic resistance at the main outlet versus the bifurcating channel (which depends on $W_f$) is set to enable the selective deformation of aggregates below a desired size range and up to a particular deformability level (as indicated by $W_f$), based on the measured threshold bypass pressure from the previous section. At a critical occlusion level across the array of bifurcating channels, the hydrodynamic flow resistances are switched as per Fig. 2b to enable the tangential flow-based collection cycle, wherein islets that are trapped at the bifurcating junctions are rapidly selected for collection through the main outlet. The arrayed device in Fig. 2c consists of a main channel (400 μm width by 350 μm height) with a series of 25 bifurcating daughter channels (80 μm width by 350 μm height), with each one preceded by a focusing flow channel (100 μm width by 350 μm height). The main channel terminates to an outlet for sample collection, while the bifurcating channels share a common outlet for waste removal. The ratio between the main channel and bifurcating channel resistances is optimized through an equivalent flow.
circuit model (ESI† section S3) to ensure maintenance of a relatively uniform pressure drop over each channel, independent of distance from the inlet. High-flow rate tangential focusing flows prior to each bifurcating channel are similarly optimized to ensure uniform sample interaction with each bifurcating channel (ESI† section S4). This allows for a rapid, backflow-free method to manipulate flow within the microfluidic device, so that the device can rapidly switch between the separation cycle and the following sample collection cycle to enable the periodic isolation of islets that have been subject to minimal stress.

Experimental methods

Pancreas digestion and density gradient purification

The overall sample generation process is presented in Fig. S7.† In order to release the pancreatic islets (Fig. S7a†) and surrounding acinar tissue from the donor pancreas, the collagenase enzyme was introduced through the pancreatic ductal system of a consented research organ donor (Fig. S7b†). After perfusion, the organ was cut into pieces and loaded into a Ricordi digestion chamber containing stainless steel ball bearings to pulverize the tissue, while perfusing with enzyme solution and shaking. Digestion into successively smaller aggregates of endocrine and exocrine tissue was carefully monitored to ensure collection of free and viable islets. Continuous flow to the digestion chamber permits smaller aggregates (<150 μm) to exit through a screen into a collection flask, wherein the enzymatic digestion was quenched with human albumin, followed by cooling and diluting the digest. As a result, the donor organ was reduced to a slurry of islet and acinar aggregates spread over a size range, with an islet purity of 1–2%, thereby requiring additional purification by density gradient separation using a COBE 2991 cell processor to meet the transplantation needs. Herein, a continuous density gradient medium was produced and loaded into the COBE cell processor, so that the density of the medium increases laterally from the centre of the process bag. The tissue sample was loaded into the centre of the process bag, which was then spun at 3000 rpm for 5 minutes. During this time, the centrifugal force separates the digested aggregates along the density gradient, with the denser acinar material moving to the outer regions of the process bag and the lower density islet material remaining towards the centre of the process bag. The contents of the process bag were then separated into 12 fractions of 25 mL. The 12 collected fractions (Fig. 3), as well as the remaining volume in the process bag after the DG separation (usually discarded), were evaluated for islet purity and volume of packed tissue. Collected fractions of similar purity were combined into three different groups of varying purity levels: high (fractions above 80% purity), medium (80–50%), and low (50–30%), while the discarded sample has less than 20% purity. The reported microfluidic enrichment studies were conducted with: (1) a low-purity islet sample (18% purity) isolated from the sample discarded after DG separation and (2) a high-purity islet sample (~60%) generated by combining the collected sample groups to maximize the number of islets, within a total volume <10 mL.

Microfluidic threshold bypass pressure measurements

Threshold bypass pressure measurements to characterize deformability were carried out using the chip and fluidic...
control system shown in Fig. 1. The device is composed of an inverted T-intersection that is used to distribute single aggregates into each of the four individually addressable branching channels (four shown in the schematic) that lead to constrictions of different sizes. After several initial optimization experiments, we selected the test region composed of a channel with 400 μm width and 350 μm height that has a lateral constriction of 80 μm. To ensure that only a single particle enters the constriction at a time to prevent clogging of the constriction, we used a two-stage batch flow method to select individual sample particles (Fig. S6, ESI†). The sample was injected using a syringe pump to move individual aggregates to the T-intersection. Once the aggregate reached the intersection, the syringe pump was stopped and a pressure-driven flow was applied from the perpendicular channel to carry the aggregate towards the constriction of interest. After the aggregate was moved towards the constriction, the pressure was increased by 25 mbar every 40 seconds, starting at 25 mbar, so that the aggregate deformed through the constriction. This process was recorded using an inverted microscope (Zeiss Observer Z1) to note the pressure at which the tested aggregate passed through the constriction. High pressure was applied to fully remove the deformed aggregate, thereby preventing clogging-induced errors to pressure drop over the device. In the design in Fig. 1, the threshold bypass pressure can be measured simultaneously for four aggregates, which was repeated for a wide range of aggregate sizes that were measured based on their pre-deformed area. For measurements of size and deformability, pure samples of islet and acinar populations isolated from mouse pancreas were measured after 24 hours of enzymatic digestion. Their respective sizes were measured based on pixel area and deformability based on threshold bypass pressure for passage through 80 μm constrictions.

Microfluidic separation of islets versus acinar tissue

The microfluidic enrichment studies from a mixture of islet and acinar aggregates were conducted on the high-purity (~60% islets) and low-purity samples (~20% islets), which were generated, respectively, from the collected and discarded fractions following density gradient separation. As per Fig. 2c, the respective sample was introduced through the main channel inlet and the high-flow rate focusing flow was applied to drive sample aggregates towards bifurcating channels. The multiplexer was programmed for a series of separation and collection modes, with their respective time intervals set based on starting islet levels within the sample (for instance, samples with higher islet levels require successively less separation time in between collection cycles). During the separation mode, the high flow rate directed from the inlet and balancing flows towards the bifurcating channels causes the smaller sized and higher deformability acinar aggregates to be removed through to the waste ports, while also trapping a critical number of rigid islets at the bifurcating junction, with the occlusion detected by flow rate alterations. At a critical occlusion level, the multiplexer was used to switch the flow resistances to the collection mode, wherein the trapped islets at the bifurcating junctions were carried out through the main outlet port. Following collection, the fluidic control system was reconfigured for the separation mode and this process was repeated multiple times until the entire input sample has been passed through the device. The flow rates of the main carrier and focusing flows required to generate specific pressure drops over the branching channels were numerically calculated using an equivalent fluidic circuit analog method (ESI† section S3). The flow rates of the focusing flows and the ratio between the main channel and bifurcating channel resistances were chosen to minimize the pressure drop between bifurcating channels in the absence of particles to ensure minimal pressure differences between each bifurcating channel. Based on the sample composition of the respective islet versus acinar populations, the time intervals for the separation and collection modes were optimized, such that the separation time between collection cycles is approximately the average time for trapping particles in <50% of the branching channels. Typical values ranged from 21 seconds for input samples with 18% purity to 79 seconds for input samples with 56% purity to enable the continuous collection of a sample with high-purity pancreatic islets.

Micro-device fabrication

The microfluidic devices utilized in this experiment were fabricated by micro-molding polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) into a SU-8 negative photoresist master that was patterned on silicon using standard photolithography. The thickness of the patterned photore sist master determines the depth of the microfluidic channel, which was set to 350 μm. To achieve this resist thicknesses, multiple layers of SU-8 3050 were spun onto a 4 inch wafer at 1000 rpm and a modified multi-staged soft bake was used. Photolithography was used to pattern the negative photoresist to form a master with a raised inverse structure of 350 μm depth, into which uncured 10:3 PDMS epoxy was poured for micromolding. Following a vacuum degassing step, the mold was allowed to harden overnight on a hot plate. The cured PDMS was then carefully released from the silicon master leaving the microfluidic design molded on its surface. The PDMS mold was then diced into single devices, followed by drilling of design-specific 1/16-th inch inlet and outlet holes with a punch. Following the removal of debris and a low-energy oxygen plasma treatment step, the PDMS channel device was bonded to a glass coverslip.

Islet viability, insulin secretion and vascularization

All described procedures were conducted in accordance with the policies of the University of Virginia Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. The functionality of microfluidic-enriched islets was compared to that of pristine islets that were not passed through the device. Viability was quantified
using propidium iodide staining. Insulin secretion was evaluated by standard glucose-stimulated insulin secretion (GSIS) methods, wherein respective islet populations were statically cultured in the glucose concentration range of 20 mM (stimulated) to 2 mM (basal) for an hour. Aliquots of supernatant from each culture were collected for measuring insulin concentrations after 10× dilutions using a mouse ELISA kit (Charles River Laboratories). The stimulation index (SI) was calculated as the ratio of measured insulin concentrations for the stimulated to basal samples. Vascularization of the respective islet populations was studied by transplantation into the corneal micropocket of healthy adult mice, as described within prior protocols into the cornea (ESI† S9). Corneas with transplanted islets were whole-mounted with coverslips on gelatin-coated slides using a 50:50 glycerol/PBS solution. Digital images of the corneal and islet vasculature were acquired using confocal microscopy (Nikon Instruments Incorporated, Melville, NY; Model TE200-E2; 10×, 20× and 60× objectives); full-thickness z-stack (2 μm steps) volume renders were used to capture the entire thickness of the corneal and islet vascular networks in each field of view.

**Results and discussion**

**Transplant sample from the density gradient method**

The limitations on % islet purity in transplant samples generated by the density gradient (DG) method are explored in Fig. 4, based on 22 islet isolation procedures using human donor research organs (details in ESI† S8). Herein, while the islets are localized within the collected fractions of mid-level density and the acinar tissues are mostly localized in the uncollected discarded waste, there is a considerable degree of overlap between the two populations that leads to significant acinar contamination within the collected sample. Due the low islet numbers and the low total packed tissue volume

in the collected fractions (those of purity >30%), these fractions must be combined to generate the net transplant sample. As a result, the islet transplant sample after DG isolation contains significant acinar tissue levels (up to 40%), while the discarded bins (i.e. those with <30% islet purity) due to their high volume represent a 15% loss in the overall islets from the donor organ, resulting in ~85% collection efficiency of islets.

**Deformability overlaps for islets versus acinar particles**

In order to utilize deformability as the basis for separation of islets from acinar tissue populations, we compare the overlaps in the distribution of their size and deformability. The latter is determined based on threshold bypass pressure for passage through 80 μm constrictions, as per the device in Fig. 1. The data in ESI† Fig. S9 shows a successive increase in threshold bypass pressure of islets, onward from day 2 (pancreas digestion occurs on day 1) to day 5, followed by gradual loss of islet viability, whereas threshold bypass pressure for acinar tissue remains unchanged. This strongly suggests regrowth of the damaged basement membrane of the islets in the 24–48 hour period after enzymatic digestion of pancreas, causing islets to become more rigid versus acinar tissues. Hence, the samples within this work are standardized to those obtained after the 24–48 hour period (just after day 2) wherein islets retain their highest % viability and are significantly more rigid than acinar populations. As per Fig. 5a, while the average sizes of the islets are significantly larger than those of acinar tissue populations, there is a considerable degree of overlap, which is somewhat consistent with the respective histograms of the DG method (Fig. 4) that show poor separation, likely due to density overlaps. On the other hand, Fig. 5b shows a relatively small degree of deformability overlap for islet versus acinar tissue populations, since just 9% of the islet population and 19% of the acinar population have deformabilities corresponding to threshold bypass pressure within the overlap region (for ~100 measured aggregates). These overlaps become insignificant at applied pressure differentials beyond 150 mbar (inset of Fig. 5b shows the deformation of islets for passage through 80 μm constrictions at a threshold bypass pressure of 200 mbar). The plot of aggregate area versus threshold bypass pressure in Fig. 5c indicates that while the deformability of islets rises linearly with their area, the same is not apparent with acinar populations. This uniformity in trend of islet stiffness suggests the continuing role of the extracellular matrix (ECM), whereas acinar tissues show a heterogeneous deformability distribution, likely due to their degraded ECM. The deformability overlap of islet versus acinar populations in Fig. 5b is used to quantify the possible separation purity and collection efficiency numbers within a separation device, by computing the anticipated islet purity and sample loss using applied pressure levels up to 200 mbar, for starting samples: 60% purity within Fig. 6a (as obtained after DG separation), 50% purity within Fig. 6b (an intermediate level)
and 15% purity within Fig. 6c (discarded residue from DG separation). These plots suggest that a pressure differential of 50 mbar can enrich islets with near-zero sample loss from 60% to 80% (Fig. 6a), from 50% to 70% (Fig. 6b), and from 15% to 30% levels (Fig. 6c). If sample losses of 10–15% can be tolerated, an islet sample with 95% purity can be obtained from the starting sample after DG separation (60% purity) using a 100 mbar pressure differential and islet samples with near 100% purity can be obtained from all three starting samples (60%, 50% and 15%) using a 150 mbar differential.

Microfluidic separation of islet versus acinar particles

The microfluidic device in Fig. 2c was applied as per the separation methodology described previously to quantify the degree of islet enrichment for two different starting islet samples: 18% and 56% purity. Based on an equivalent fluidic circuit model, the volumetric flow rate (ESI† S1 & S2) and hydrodynamic resistances (ESI† S3) were adjusted across the length of the device array, to ensure consistent pressure differentials across each particle trapped at the bifurcating channel, so that these values just exceed the threshold bypass pressure for acinar deformation, while being insufficient for islet passage. For the islet sample with 18% purity, the separation mode was operated for 79 seconds followed by operation in the collection mode for 10 seconds, while for the sample with 56% purity, the separation mode was operated for 21 seconds followed by operation in the collection mode for 10 seconds. As per Fig. 7, for sample entry and placement at bifurcating points through the array of focusing flows, islet populations are trapped at the bifurcating point (Fig. 7A and C) during the separation mode, while acinar particles are removed by deformation from the bifurcating point through to the waste port (Fig. 7B and D). It is clear that the trapped islets at a given bifurcating point do not hinder the flow of acinar particles to the successive bifurcating points, so the trapped islets (Fig. 7E) can then be isolated under the collection mode. Table 1 shows the key figures of merit on measured islet purity and sample loss for two starting samples (18% and 56% purity) using the device in Fig. 2c, in comparison to the respective computed numbers, based on the deformability overlap in Fig. 5b. The relatively good correlation between the measured and computed parameters confirms the role of deformability-based differences within the observed separation.

These results demonstrate that the microfluidic deformability-based separation methodology can enable enrichment of islets from samples with a wide distribution of starting islet purities, including samples obtained after DG separation (~60% purity) and the rather dilute samples discarded by the DG separation method (<20% purity). Under operation within the separation mode with a flow rate of

![Fig. 6](image-url) Computed ratio of islet levels obtained in the outlet (separation purity) and waste ports (sample loss) using the separation device (Fig. 2c) at pressure differentials up to 200 mbar, for starting samples: (a) 60% islets (after DG separation); (b) 50% islets (intermediate); (c) 20% islets (discarded from the DG method).

![Fig. 5](image-url) (a) Size overlaps of acinar versus islet particles are shown as a histogram of the respective particle area; (b) deformability overlaps of acinar versus islet particles are shown as a histogram of the threshold bypass pressure (mbar) for passage of the respective particles; (c) scatter plot of the area of the respective aggregate (islet or acinar) against their threshold bypass pressure shows that a clear linear relationship is apparent only for the islets; (d) example threshold bypass pressure measurement for a typical islet at 50 mbar applied pressure through an 80 μm constriction (islet and acinar sample after day 2 of pancreas digestion).
75 μL h⁻¹ through the bifurcating daughter channels (analogous to the 100 mbar applied pressure in the single channel as per the detailed analysis in section 2 of the ESI), islets are collected at a rate of 6 islets per minute, when a typical input sample from the DG method with 56% islet purity is used. The time between the separation and collection cycles is determined by the number of daughter channels. Typically, the device is run such that 50% of the daughter channels would contain a trapped islet before collection. For the current device with 25 daughter channels that covers a footprint of 8 mm (width) × 15 mm (length) × 0.1 mm (depth), the separation cycle is run for 2.5 minutes, followed by 10 seconds of collection cycle, enabling collection of ~300 islets per h per device. In order to reach the necessary islet numbers to meet the transplantation needs, a number of devices would be run in parallel. For instance, the collection of a sample with 100,000 islets of >90% sample purity would require 342 devices that cover a footprint of 9″ × 9″. Since this footprint can be further condensed utilizing multilayer fabrication or 3D printing methods, we assess that the reported methodology is scalable.

Viability and functionality of microfluidic-sorted islets

Based on minor differences in % pixels with intensity ≥ twofold intensity above background after propidium iodide staining (this intensity threshold most accurately represented non-viable islets) in Fig. 8(i) for pristine unsorted islets versus microfluidic-sorted islets, we infer that the islets isolated by this microfluidic method retain their viability. The islets recovered from the device were studied for their ability to vascularize within the corneas of mice. As seen in Fig. 8a, the mouse cornea is a clear, avascular tissue available for exogenous islet transplantation. By placing an islet in the corneal epithelial layer, close to the limbus, we are able to observe the viability and vascularity of the islets (Fig. 8b–d and f–h). Fig. 8e shows a 27-gauge needle being used to place islets into the cornea. After transplantation, both sorted (Fig. 8b–d) and unsorted (Fig. 8f–h) islets remain viable in the tissue and their vasculature is able to incorporate with the capillaries surrounding the mouse cornea. Fig. 8c and f show sorted and unsorted pristine pancreatic islets seven days after being placed into the cornea, respectively. The respective islets are viable and incorporated into the local vasculature, as shown by capillaries labeled for an endothelial cell marker, CD31, in Fig. 8c and g. The depth of the vasculature in the tissue (Fig. 8d and h) is indicated calorimetrically, where cooler-colored (blue-cyan) blood vessels are further away from the warmer-colored (red-orange) vessels. Based on this, we can see vessels that travel from the limbus (in red) into the islet (in blue), indicating that the islets have been successfully vascularized and remain viable in the tissue.

To enable quantitative comparisons of vascularization, three islets per cornea were surgically implanted into the left and right corneas of three anesthetized mice on day 0, with one cornea receiving microfluidic-sorted islets and the contralateral cornea receiving pristine islets (randomized for each mouse). The metric of vessel density per mm² reports the raw integrated density (sum of pixel intensities within the region of interest) divided by the area of the region of interest, and quantifies the percent area taken up by vascularization in the islets. At day 28, vessel density per mm² was quantified to be 15.3 ± 6.8 for the sorted samples and 13.08 ± 6.7 for the pristine islets. This data suggests that the microfluidic-sorting step has not significantly altered the ability of the sorted islets to vascularize versus the pristine unsorted islets, since the differences in measured vessel density per mm² for these two groups is not statistically different (p < 0.05, paired t-test). Finally, insulin secretion measured by the GSIS assay on 10 islets per group shows average
vascularization that is assessed using an angiogenesis assay.
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